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The HR-DDS systems extract subsets and metrics from source data that are then accessible to users 
in a tailored manner for a wide range of applications.

The primary role of Felyx is to work as an extraction tool. It allows for the extraction of subsets of 
source data over predefined target areas (which can be static or moving). These data subsets, and 
associated metrics, can then be accessed by users or client applications either as raw files or through 
automatic alerts. These data can then be used to generate periodic reports or be used for statistical 
analysis and visualisation through a flexible web interface and can be directly download by the users 
as data files.

Input data :

Pattern
Along-track

Swath
Gridded

Source
Satellite (L1,L2,L3,L4)

Model output
Ancillary field
Climatology

…
Parameter

Ocean
Land

Atmosphere

Engine

What is an HR-DDS System?

Data Flow and Processing

Extraction sites may be :
Static predefined areas of interest

Moored buoy locations
….

Trajectories (buoy, ship, hurricane,...)

Metrics may be :
Statistical operators 

(mean, median, rms, …)
Bias indicators
Cloud coverage

Daytime/nighttime tag
….

List of operators will be extensible

Subsetting,
Mapping,
Georeferencing

MiniprodsPhilosophy
State-of-the-art: Build on, and learn from, previous HR-DDS system pilot 

projects (GHRSST, GLOBWAVE, GLOBCOLOUR, etc.)
Sustainability: Developing for the long-term – operation and 

maintenance.
Universally applicable: The HR-DDS system concept shall apply to any 

types of quantities (sea surface temperature, ocean colour, etc.)
Reliable, quality, tool: Need to support cal/val activities of upcoming 

missions (Sentinel) 
Prevent Redundancy: Avoid multiple system implementation for such 

activities
High precision, high definition: Concentrate on the small subset 

extraction principle, and do not duplicate existing global frameworks
Flexible: It shall be easy for users to deploy their own HRDDS system 

instance (configure it on their local datasets).
It shall be possible and easy to tailor the system to each user need - 
parameter, datasets, metrics, front-end.
It shall be easy for users to build their own applications querying from 
existing Felyx instances (documented query API .t)
The various instances will be able to interact with each other, creating 
a web of felyx systems enabling aggregation and cross comparison of 
miniProds and metrics from multiple sources.

Community driven:  free and open source code. GPL v3 licensing (to be 
determined).

Base code: python and javascript – but not restrictive.

e.g. SST at IFREMER (2014)

Collaborative Science
Share interesting cases (plots) => email, social tool

Bookmark typical cases (educational / academic / research interest) => longer term registration and log book

Alerts and 
Alarms

Outputs
Data/metrics

Transfer: FTP/OpenDap
Web query (tar file, values)

Format:  Netcdf/csv/json

Reports

Plots: Displayed, saved, emailed,
exported in report.

Reports: Automatic generation for
period/latest data.

Algorithm
Development

Data Analysis and Intercomparison

Comparison of processing algorithms (L1, L2)
Inter-comparison of parameter performance.
Detection and analysis of processing issues

Overview

The Felyx High Resolution Diagnostic Data Set (HR-DDS) system is currently under development and 
is the latest evolution of a generalised High Resolution Diagnostic Data Set system funded by ESA. It 
draws on previous prototype developments and experience in the GHRSST, Medspiration, GlobColour 
and GlobWave projects. 

Felyx is fundamentally a tool to facilitate the analysis of EO data: it is being developed by IFREMER, 
PML and Pelamis. The aim is to provide Earth Observation data producers and users with an open-
source, flexible, and reusable tool to allow the quality and performance of data streams from satellite, 
in situ, and model sources to be easily monitored and studied. New to this project, is the ability to 
establish and incorporate multi sensor match-up database capabilities. The systems will be deployable 
anywhere and even include interaction mechanisms between the deployed instances. 

Trajectories
Extraction along the path of buoys, cruise or hurricane.
Extract miniprods centered on trajectory locations 
closest in time, within a time limit (match-up database 
processing).

Multiple datasets will be extracted at the same location (static sites) or 
along the same trajectory 
Additional filtering on  this base of miniprods will provide a multi-sensor 
matchup capability selecting miniprods close to each other. Rules of 
collocation will consider work done by CDR-TAG, SST CCI.
MMDB behaviour shall be a special kind of query  

Connected, Distributed, 
Systems 

e.g. Ocean Colour at PML (2014)

Context

System Design

The User Interface

1.  Automatic detection of anomalies based on 
simple, user defined, indicators.
2.  Broadcast alarms and warnings as 
specified.

Long-term Analysis

Surveys and climate...
Trend estimation, cross-correlations, consistency...

The Felyx Project

http://hrdds.ifremer.fr/
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